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Price: 295,000€  Ref: SS225

Apartment

Albir

2

1

80m² Build Size

80m² Plot Size

Pool: Yes

A Beautiful example of a Modern 2 Bedroom Apartment located in the sought after and

popular Roman Historic town of Albir.This property is only 2 minutes from Albir Beach

and Promenade, whilst benefiting from stunning town, mountain views, pool and garden

views from the south facing terrace.The property has undergone and extensive

modernisation and the layout offers light from all directions. There is a large lounge

which also benefits from the great views. The independent kitchen and utility is to the

rear of the apartment.The complex includes a beautiful relaxing garden area, large

communal p...(Ask for More Details!)
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A Beautiful example of a Modern 2 Bedroom Apartment located in the sought after and popular Roman

Historic town of Albir.This property is only 2 minutes from Albir Beach and Promenade, whilst benefiting from

stunning town, mountain views, pool and garden views from the south facing terrace.The property has

undergone and extensive modernisation and the layout offers light from all directions. There is a large lounge

which also benefits from the great views. The independent kitchen and utility is to the rear of the

apartment.The complex includes a beautiful relaxing garden area, large communal pool and sports courts.

There is an underground communal garage, with a parking place and large storeroom included in the

price.As you walk out of the complex, you really are in the very best position of Albir only a couple minutes

from the beach and famous promenade area.One not to be missed, viewing is highly recommended to

appreciate all the qualities this property has to offer, along with its stunning views and perfect location!
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